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Invented “Enemies of America”: The Myth of a
North Korean Threat
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America’s  only  enemies  are  invented  ones  –  justifying  unjustifiable  global  militarism,
belligerence,  and  out-of-control  defense  spending,  intended  for  offense  against  sovereign
independent countries threatening no one.

On Trump’s Asia-Pacific trip to five countries, North Korea is his prime focus, earlier during
his Saudi Arabia visit, it was Iran.

Neither country threatens anyone. Throughout its post-WW II history, North Korea never
attacked another country. Iran hasn’t done it for centuries.

Both  countries  are  wrongfully  vilified  –  for  their  sovereign  independence,  free  from  US
imperial  control,  their  militaries  able  to  hit  back  hard  if  attacked.

The threat of US aggression against both nations remains unacceptably high, unthinkable
nuclear war possible.

Trump’s Asia-Pacific trip is largely about selling war and weapons, peace and stability off his
agenda, ranting about nonexistent threats his main tactic, along with pressuring allies to
support US imperial policies.

It’s  also  about  containing  China,  the  region’s  economic  powerhouse,  heading  toward
becoming  the  world’s  leading  economy,  overtaking  US  dominance  regardless  of  how
Washington tries curbing its rise, treating Beijing as a rival, not an ally, Cold War strategy,
the same hostility confronting Russia.

America  seeks  global  dominance,  not  mutual  cooperation.  Trump  wants  increased
congressional funding to challenge North Korea.

In a November 6 letter to Speaker Paul Ryan, he requested

“an  additional  $4.0  billion  to  support  urgent  missile  defeat  and  defense
enhancements to counter the threat from North Korea, $0.7 billion to repair
damage to U.S. Navy ships, and $1.2 billion in support of my Administration’s
South Asia strategy,”

adding:
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“This request supports additional efforts to detect, defeat, and defend against
any  North  Korean  use  of  ballistic  missiles  against  the  United  States,  its
deployed forces, allies, or partners.”

Claims of possible DPRK use of ballistic missiles or any other weapons against America, its
regional forces or US allies are fabricated.

North Korea wants regional peace, not war. It wants respect for its sovereignty, normal
relations with all countries, hostile sanctions lifted, and a peace treaty, formally ending the
1950s war – objectives Washington rejects, maintaining the myth of a DPRK threat.

En route to Tokyo on Air Force One, Trump told reporters America’s military budget is “going
up” – despite no threats facing the nation or its allies.

He falsely blamed Iran for involvement in a Houthi missile fired from Yemen on Saudi Arabia,
claiming the Islamic Republic supplies its fighters with these and other weapons.

An air, sea and land blockade prevents most everything from getting in, including essentials
to life.

Trump’s accusation against  Iran was a bald-faced lie,  his  extreme hostility  toward the
country worrisome, disturbing rhetoric perhaps prelude to something more sinister.

His Asia-Pacific trip is more about selling war than preventing it. Unthinkable US aggression
against North Korea is ominously possible, including use of nuclear weapons, a nightmarish
scenario if happens.

VISIT  MY  NEW  WEB  SITE:  stephenlendman.org  (Home  –  Stephen  Lendman).  Contact
at lendmanstephen@sbcglobal.net.

My newest book as editor and contributor is titled “Flashpoint in Ukraine: How the US Drive
for Hegemony Risks WW III.”

http://www.claritypress.com/LendmanIII.html
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US Drive for Hegemony Risks WW III."
http://www.claritypress.com/LendmanIII.html Visit his
blog site at sjlendman.blogspot.com. Listen to cutting-
edge discussions with distinguished guests on the
Progressive Radio News Hour on the Progressive Radio
Network. It airs three times weekly: live on Sundays at
1PM Central time plus two prerecorded archived
programs.
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